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As passionate as we are about our songwriting, the reality is that sometimes it’s difficult to motivate 

ourselves to write . Whether it’s the fear of plumbing our emotional depths or just good old fatigue 

after a long day, there are often obstacles to overcome when it’s time to write. While flashes of 

inspiration are great, we can’t always count on the muse showing up on our schedule . Instead, we’ve got 

to make our own inspiration . I’ve put together a list of a few things that should help you keep your creative 

fires lit:

SET UP A PLACE AT HOME TO WRITE
As simple as it sounds, having a place to go where you 

can focus and be creative can be motivating . Even 

if it’s just a small desk and chair in a corner of your 

living room, the fact that you’ve dedicated it to your 

art will serve as that little push you might need to 

write . Keep your writing tools—rhyming dictionary, 

guitar, laptop, et cetera—out and easily accessible . 

It’s amazing what a difference putting your guitar on 

a stand versus keeping it in a case can make . Make 

things as easy as you can for yourself, and you’ll be 

much more likely to dig in .

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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Being a songwriter is a gift, but, 
as with most gifts, some assembly 

(otherwise known as work) is required.

SET UP A TIME OF DAY TO WRITE
Routine can be a good thing, even for something 

as artistic and creative as songwriting . If, for 

example, you know that every day at 7pm you’re 

going to write for half an hour, then you’re more 

likely to do it . They say it takes a few weeks of 

consciously making yourself do something before 

it becomes a habit . A daily time to write will go a 

long way toward the healthy habit of songwriting .

KEEP A FILE OF UNFINISHED SONGS
One of the hardest things about writing is start-

ing with a blank page . By keeping an organized 

file of your unfinished lyrics and rough recordings, 

you won’t have to climb the mountain from the 

bottom every time you sit down . While sometimes 

it feels good to start with a fresh idea, don’t forget 

to check your unfinished ideas from time to time. 

It’s remarkable how a few days or weeks can add 

the perspective you need to see a partially finished 

song in a new light and finish it.

FIND A CO-WRITER
Nothing motivates more than accountability . If 

someone is counting on you to show up and work, 

you’re more likely to do it . Not only that, but 

halving the burden can make writing a much more 

approachable pursuit . This is one of the many ben-

efits of co-writing; other advantages include having 

someone whose songwriting gifts compliment your 

own in such a way that you both get a better song 

than you would have separately . If you haven’t 

co-written yet, this is as good a time as any to give 

it a try . Even if it’s not a perfect experience, we 

all benefit from observing firsthand someone else’s 

writing process .

GIVE YOURSELF AN ASSIGNMENT
Sometimes the idea that you can write about any-

thing is just too much freedom . Often, it’s easier to 

write if you have some guidelines . For example, if 

you tell yourself you’re going to write a song with 

one chord you’ve never used or a song about a topic 

you’ve never covered, you’ll find it’s easier to get 

to work . Anything you can do to give shape and 

structure to what you’re attempting to write will 

make the task that much simpler .

TELL YOURSELF YOU’LL ONLY WRITE FOR 
FIVE MINUTES
This is one of my all-time favorites . On days where 

you’re really struggling to make yourself write, 

tell yourself you’ll sit down for five minutes. That 

way, if nothing is happening after five minutes, at 

least you’ve tried . It’s astonishing how often those 

days are the days where the breakthroughs happen . 

Taking the pressure off of yourself may be all that 

you need to get on a roll . 

That being said, if it’s just not coming, stop . 

There’s no point in making yourself miserable . 

There’s always tomorrow .

Being a songwriter is a gift, but, as with most 

gifts, some assembly (otherwise known as work) is 

required . My hope is by suggesting a few ways to 

lessen the burden of getting started, you’ll be able 

to write more consistently and enjoy the accompa-

nying results . ■

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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FOUR 
Approaches

to
Songwriting

“W
hich do you write first, the music or the words?” 

This is the classic question that all songwriters get asked . In my experience, there’s no 

easy—or correct—answer to this one . Sometimes it’s the music, sometimes it’s the lyrics, and, often, it’s 

some mystical, organic combination of the two . More importantly, there is no one way to write a song . 

Some of the best and worst songs ever written were created using the same techniques . To that end, I’m 

going to cover four different ways to approach writing a song and some of the “dos” and “don’ts” you’ll 

want to keep in mind as you go through each one .

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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WRITING BASED ON A TITLE IDEA  
OR LYRICAL HOOK
Coming up with a really catchy title or lyrical hook 

is an art in and of itself . If you’ve got one, con-

gratulations! Now that you’ve got it, here are a 

few things to keep in mind:

DO remember to make sure that everything in 

your lyric points to and supports your lyrical hook . 

Having a catchy hook only works if you build a foun-

dation around it so that when the hook arrives, 

there’s a sense of drama and release .

DON’T forget to give the song real emotional 

content . It’s possible to be so focused on the hook 

and setting it up that you forget to be sincere . While 

the average listener might not be able to tell you 

why, the song won’t move them in the way that a 

song with genuine emotional content would .

 

WRITING BASED ON A GENERAL IDEA  
OR LYRICAL CONCEPT
Sometimes you’ve been through an experience 

or have an idea for a song that feels important 

enough to write about . That’s as good a place as 

any to start .

DO capture the feeling and emotion of your 

concept . You obviously felt strongly enough to 

want to write about this idea, so immerse yourself 

in it and really tell the story .

DON’T be too vague . Because you haven’t 

started with an actual lyrical hook, you’ll need 

to remember to bring your overall concept to a 

very sharp point by summarizing it with a phrase or 

hook line . This hook is something you’ll hopefully 

come to as you’re developing your lyric around 

your idea . A story without a summarizing point 

or hook risks being too unfocused to keep your  

listeners’ attention .

WRITING FROM A MELODIC IDEA
If you’re a melodic writer, then you’ve got a  

different set of challenges . Beautiful, catchy mel-

odies are a rare commodity and should be treated 

with the appropriate respect .

DO honor your melody and build your song 

around it . Remember, people will learn your 

melody loooooong before they learn your lyric, so 

having a good one is not to be taken lightly .

DON’T let the melody box you into awkward 

words or watered-down phrases . While a beauti-

ful melody is one part of a song, it’s not the only 

part . Cramming in words or compromising on your 

lyrical integrity isn’t an acceptable approach when 

writing from a melody . Remember, it’s the give and 

take of a catchy melody and a natural, conversa-

tional lyric that makes for a great song .

WRITING FROM A CHORD  
PROGRESSION OR GROOVE
When you pick up your guitar or sit down at the 

piano, often it’s a chord progression or groove that 

comes first. Great!

DO dig in and develop the groove and feel . This 

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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Finding motivation isn’t the only struggle 
you might face as an independent musician.
Between building a fan base, finding  
gigs, marketing your shows and music, 
deciding whether or not to stream it, 
figuring out when and where to record, 
selling your music . . . 
you’ve got a lot to figure out. 

The good news is, we’re here to help .

The Information Resource for Independent Artists

can really set the mood of a song and inspire all 

kinds of interesting melodic and lyrical ideas . Also, 

a good groove is the very first thing the average 

listener will notice when they hear your song .

DON’T rely on a chord progression or groove at 

the expense of your melody and lyric . This is no 

time to get lazy . A chord progression and groove in 

and of itself is only—in most genres—an arrange-

ment idea, which doesn’t really constitute a song . 

Without a strong melody and lyric, it’s entirely 

possible to have a great sounding track and, unfor-

tunately, a mediocre song .

As I stated at the top of this piece, there isn’t one 

“right” way to write a song. I’d highly recommend 

trying every possible songwriting approach you 

can .

Often, as songwriters, we find ourselves in a rut 

where we go back to the same approach over and 

over . While this may be comforting and even result 

in increased productivity, in the long run, it might 

not provide you with the most inspired or unique 

songs you’re capable of writing . Why not try a 

couple of different ways of writing? You never know 

what you’ll get . ■

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
http://source.nationwidedisc.com
http://source.nationwidedisc.com/are-gigs-worth-doing/
http://source.nationwidedisc.com/make-money-with-merch-in-four-easy-steps-tips-for-choosing-your-product-without-losing-money/
http://source.nationwidedisc.com/six-steps-for-getting-gigs-at-bars-festivals-and-other-venues/
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A 

career in songwriting is a long road where 

the actual big “payoff” moments—if 

you’re fortunate enough to have some—

are few and far between, even for the most suc-

cessful writers . This is all the more reason to take 

the time and challenge yourself to find what’s 

unique about your own songwriting . The more 

original your songs are, the greater the likeli-

hood that you’ll get the right attention and, more 

importantly, the more personally satisfying your 

creative process will be . 

I’ve expanded on the following pages on how 

you can go about making sure you’re covering the 

elements of originality in your songwriting career .

DISCOVER YOUR OWN VOICE
When we start out as songwriters, our first attempts 

at songs are usually inspired by the music or songs 

we know and love . There’s nothing wrong—and a lot 

right—with this . However, as you continue to write 

songs, it’s worth leaving what has become famil-

iar to you and experimenting with new rhythms, 

chords, keys, and even song structure . If you’re 

used to writing songs with intros, try writing a song 

that starts right on the verse for example .

why being  
original 

is important

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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 Sometimes, knowing the rules is the perfect 

time to consciously break them . The more you 

experiment, the greater the likelihood that you’ll 

find areas that resonate with you and become part 

of your own unique approach . This is part of the 

process of finding your “voice” as a songwriter. 

The best part of finding your voice as a songwriter 

is that, along the way, you’ll also be carving out a 

niche for yourself and your music .

This process never comes quickly, but the 

rewards of staying true to yourself are many . After 

you’ve put in your time developing your songwrit-

ing muscles, you’ll find that your voice really does 

shine through. Also, at this point, you’ll find that 

the ideas and approaches that come to you the 

most naturally are generally also the most honest 

and compelling for your listeners .

Don’t be discouraged early on if you’re bogged 

down in the details of songwriting; that’s an 

important—and unavoidable—step in the process of 

discovering who you are as a writer . Once you’ve 

arrived at a place of originality and uniqueness in 

your writing, you’ll be glad you devoted the time 

and effort necessary to get there .

A final note: finding your voice as a writer has 

the added benefit of allowing you to write at a 

consistently high level instead of the dramatic 

highs and lows you experience when starting out .

FIND A UNIQUE ANGLE ON  
A COMMON TOPIC
I once had a co-writer say to me, “So, are we 

going to write another song today about ‘love’ and 

‘people’?” The answer to that question, no matter 

who you are, is—almost always—“yes.” So, given 

that that’s the case, it’s well worth your while to 

find your own angle and point of view on what are 

usually fairly straight ahead song ideas . The way to 

stand out in a crowd of love songs is to bring your 

own unique point of view to the topic . The better 

able you are to give an everyday topic a new spin, 

the greater the likelihood of your songs reaching a 

wider audience .

DON’T FOLLOW TRENDS
While tempting, writing a song that fits with the 

current trend is generally not a great idea . By 

the time a trend has become widely known, it’s 

often too late to try to be a part of it . By staying 

true to your own style, you’re much less likely to 

wind up futilely chasing a train that’s already left 

the station . On top of that, the best, most for-

ward-thinking publishers and record labels aren’t 

looking for copies of what’s current but, rather, 

what’s coming next .

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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KEEP YOUR DEMOS TRUE TO THE SONG
Originality applies not only to your songwriting but 

equally to the all-important demos you’ll make of 

your songs . By recording a demo that mimics all 

the current musical sounds and trends, you’re most 

likely missing the boat . This is true for a couple of 

reasons . First—as I mentioned above—by the time 

the trend is recognizable, it’s already too late . This 

means staying away from current keyboard sounds, 

vocal effects, et cetera . But, secondly, you’ll have 

invested good money in a demo that will only have 

a limited pitch life before it starts to sound dated .

It’s been my experience that it’s better to stay 

true to the song . The simpler your demo, the 

better . The important thing is high quality, in-tune, 

and honest recordings that put your melody and 

lyric in the best possible light .

It’s important to remember that “demo” is 

short for “demonstration.” You’re simply showing 

your songs to potential customers . By keeping 

things simple and highlighting the melody and 

lyric, you’re leaving the door open for those who 

will potentially record your song to hear their 

own production . I know there are plenty of opin-

ions around this topic, but I can personally attest 

to many of the simple guitar or piano and vocal 

demos we’ve done in my studios over the years 

getting cut by major label artists .

If you’re not writing songs because you’re moved 

to do so, then, really, it’s just another job . One 

of the great advantages of being a songwriter 

is that, fortunately, you’ve found something in 

your life that you’re passionate about . By writing 

songs that you think will make money, you’re 

risking doing serious damage to your motivation—

and your songs—by forgetting what’s important 

about songwriting in the first place. 

“...writing a song that fits with 
the current trend is 

generally not a great idea.”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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It may sound obvious, but sincerity can’t 

be faked, and listeners can tell when a song 

comes from a place of honesty and original-

ity versus when something was written just to 

make a buck . 

Being original is much harder than it 

sounds . It often takes years of learning—and 

unlearning—songwriting approaches until 

you’ve found the style that works best for 

you . That being said, I can’t think of a more 

worthwhile and rewarding endeavor . By being 

brave and pushing yourself to stay honest and 

sincere, you stand a much greater chance 

of moving others—and yourself—with your  

songs . ■

“If you’re not writing songs 
because you’re moved to do so, 

then, really, it’s just 
another job.”

Contrary to what many songwriters believe, it takes more than a great 
song and passion to make it in the music business . It takes an in-depth 
understanding of the songwriting process and an insider’s knowledge of the 
ever-evolving music industry .

With its blog, video podcasts, webinars and other resources, Educated 
Songwriter is committed to helping you grow as a songwriter and musician . 

“Most musicians don’t fail from a lack of talent but 
rather from a lack of education and focus.”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
http://www.educatedsongwriter.com/
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O
ne of the many challenges we songwriters 

face is that we’re tasked not only with 

creating something from nothing, but our 

“somethings” need to be unique—not only compared 

to what others have written, but also compared to 

what we’ve written before . This is no small thing . 

The moment you think you’ve “figured it out” as a 

songwriter is exactly when you need to leave your 

creative safe place and shake things up again . 

To help you along the way, I’ve listed a few 

whys and hows to get you out of your songwriting 

comfort zone .

GETTING OUT OF YOUR  
SONGWRITING 
COMFORT 
ZONE

http://source.nationwidedisc.com


THE WHYS
You’ll keep yourself—and the people who 

listen to your songs—from getting bored

Songwriting is difficult enough, but heaven help you 

if your motivation to write starts to fade . By chal-

lenging yourself with new songwriting approaches, 

you’ll stay engaged in the process . And, better yet, 

your core group of listeners and industry contacts 

will also stay interested in what you’re doing . It’s 

just as dangerous to have those folks lose interest 

due to the sameness of your songs as it is for you 

to lose your motivation .

You’ll demonstrate your versatility to 

music industry decision makers

By showing you’re not afraid to experiment and 

explore new musical territory, you’ll show those in 

the industry—whether publishers, record label execs, 

or music supervisors—that they can consider you and 

your music for a wide variety of projects . This can be 

essential when one area dries up and the industry is 

looking for something new .

You’ll broaden your opportunities for 

collaboration

Quite simply, the more styles and approaches that 

you’re comfortable writing in, the more collabora-

tions you’ll be suited for. The flexibility that you’ll 

develop by not writing the same style of song in 

the same way will help you step into a variety of 

co-writing situations .

This concept of new and different collaborators 

is also a fundamental part of the “how to leave 

your songwriting comfort zone,” which I’m going 

to address next .

THE HOWS
However you normally begin a song, start 

with the opposite approach

Sometimes leaving your comfort zone is as simple 

as starting with the lyric if you usually start with a 

melody, or vice versa . The key here is to activate a 

different part of your creative process in order to 

come up with a new sound or lyrical angle .

Another method that works beautifully is to put 

down your instrument . Work on the melody and 

lyric without your trusty guitar or piano . 

You’ll be amazed at the new places 

your songwriting will go .

13 source.nationwidedisc.com
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Vary your rhyming approach

A typical songwriting mistake is to use rhymes 

that are so predictable that the listener knows 

exactly how the line will end before you get there . 

Look for unpredictable rhymes; these tell a more 

unique story, and they surprise the listener when 

they arrive . You can also deviate from your normal 

rhyming patterns and make use of internal rhymes 

to add an interesting touch, both lyrically and 

vocally . Little variations like these can open up 

brand new areas in your writing with very little 

effort .

Write with new collaborators

As I discussed earlier, varied collaborations are an 

excellent way to keep your songwriting fresh . Even 

if your idea is unique, going to the same collabo-

rator over and over will most likely result in a sim-

ilar-sounding song, no matter how new the idea . 

As much as possible, resist the temptation to fall 

back on the familiar . There’s also the fabulously 

motivating element of fear . It’s always a little 

nerve-wracking to go to a new co-writer, but it’s 

that same nervous energy that creates great art!

It’s almost unfair—after you’ve spent all that time 

learning your craft and honing your songwriting 

approach to a fine point—to tell you to change it 

all up again . 

However, my hope is that the benefits men-

tioned above, which come from stepping outside 

of your comfort zone, will far outweigh the extra 

work and mental gymnastics required . As I’m fond 

of reminding myself (when I’m resisting what 

I know will be good for me), fortune favors the 

bold . ■

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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FINISHING THOSE 
Not-Quite-Right 

SONGS
S

ometimes songs come easy . You sit down, and the whole thing pours out of you—almost as if you’re 

simply transcribing it as it’s handed down to you from the heavens . Those are great days, but I’ve 

learned you can’t always count on it working that way . 

“Sometimes, all you need is 
a little perspective.”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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The other side of the coin is when songwriting 

more closely resembles the extraction of a partic-

ularly reluctant wisdom tooth . . . without an anes-

thetic . This article is about how to deal with those 

songs. I’m going to offer five different approaches 

to get you un-stuck and get your song finished, one 

way or the other .

MAKE A ROUGH RECORDING OF YOUR SONG
Sometimes, all you need is a little perspective . 

Often when we’re writing a song, we’ll go around 

and around singing it to ourselves, sometimes 

playing an instrument as we do it . While this is 

a necessary and essential part of the writing 

process, it doesn’t provide us with the listener’s 

perspective . 

Whether it’s a song you’ve just been working 

on or one you’ve played live hundreds of times, 

if you’re not sure it’s finished, then do a rough 

recording . By a rough recording, I mean simply 

sing (and play if you’re also an instrumentalist) 

the song into your computer, hand-held recorder, 

or even your cell phone . Then, listen to the play-

back of the recording without playing your instru-

ment or singing along . This simple act of putting 

yourself in the audience, so to speak, will give you 

perspective on what is and isn’t working in a way 

that is impossible while you’re actually singing the 

song yourself . I’d also suggest printing out a lyric 

sheet, keeping it in front of you, and taking notes 

on it as you get ideas from listening to the rough 

recording . 

Finally, I’d recommend the process of making 

a rough recording, tweaking the song, and then 

making a new rough recording . Repeat this until 

you end up with a version of the song that you feel 

good about. This final rough recording can then 

do double duty as the version of the song you’ll 

provide to the session musicians and singers before 

the demo session .

PLAY IT FOR YOUR SONGWRITING GROUP
Still stuck? Sometimes it takes another set of 

experienced ears to hear the things you’ve been 

missing . Songwriting groups can be great for this . 

If you don’t have a songwriting group, not to worry . 

“...putting yourself in 
the audience, so to 
speak, will give you 

perspective on what is 
and isn’t working...”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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Most cities have songwriting organizations, open 

mics, and even local coffee houses with live music 

where you can meet other songwriters . 

Once you’ve found a few other songwriters 

whose work you respect, you might suggest getting 

together once every week or two and showing 

each other what you’ve been working on . This is a 

great way to get suggestions on how to refine your 

material . 

I’d recommend making a pact to stay construc-

tive . There’s never a point in being unduly nega-

tive . You’re all trusting each other with songs that 

are still in their vulnerable, early, and unfinished 

stages . Mean-spirited comments or unnecessarily 

harsh criticism can cause a potentially superb song 

to be abandoned on the spot . 

It’s important to remember that songwriting is 

still a subjective process and not every suggestion 

you get will feel right to you. That’s fine. If you get 

a single suggestion that makes your song better, 

then the process is working . 

By the way, if you’re looking for a songwriting 

organization in your area, the Nashville Songwrit-

ers Association International (NSAI) has chapters 

all over the country and even overseas . Click here 

to find a chapter near you.

SUBMIT YOUR ROUGH RECORDING 
TO A CRITIQUING SERVICE
Songwriting organizations like the Nashville Song-

writers Association, The Songwriters Guild of 

America, and Taxi .com offer song critiques to 

their members . This can be a safe, entry-level way 

to try out new material on experienced industry 

ears without risking poisoning the well if the song 

comes back with a less-than-glowing set of com-

ments .

These same organizations also offer “Play for 

Publisher” or “Play for A&R” song screenings. 

I’d highly recommend waiting to submit to these 

events until you have a song (and, just as impor-

tantly, a recording) you feel confident is completely 

polished. You only have one chance to make a first 

impression with a publisher or record executive, 

so I’d suggest taking your time, making sure your 

song is finished, and putting together a profes-

sional demo before you head down that road . 

While a pro critique can yield some terrific 

insights, it’s important to remember that songwrit-

ing is a subjective process . In other words, take all 

comments (good and bad) with a grain of salt .

BRING IN A CO-WRITER
If you feel you’ve got an exceptional idea but 

truly can’t seem to figure out how to finish it, 

then maybe it’s time to bring in a co-writer . Many 

“Songwriting organizations  
like the Nashville Songwriters 
Association, The Songwriters 

Guild of America, and Taxi.com 
offer song critiques  
to their members.”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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co-writes begin from scratch, which is a great 

way to share the effort of creating a new song, 

but sometimes co-writes happen when one writer 

brings a partially finished idea to another. 

For example, if it’s the melody that’s got 

you stuck, then I’d recommend working with a 

co-writer who has a melodic gift . If it’s the lyric, 

look for a strong lyricist . The key to co-writing is 

to find someone who’s strong where you aren’t and 

vice versa .

PUT IT AWAY (... MAYBE FOREVER)
If you’ve tried everything and your song still just 

kind of lies there, then it’s time to put it away . . .

maybe even forever . The key to staying produc-

tive as a songwriter is not getting too bogged down 

on any one song . Sometimes songs are meant to 

be started simply to get you to the next song . 

Don’t be afraid to leave a song behind and start 

on something new . Sometimes you’ll come back 

to it months or even years later, and sometimes  

you won’t . 

The more songs you write, the easier this will 

become . Promise . While songwriting can certainly 

be a challenge at times, it shouldn’t have to hurt . 

It’s up to you to decide whether a song needs 

one more good effort or an express trip to the  

circular file . ■

“Sometimes, songs are meant 
to be started simply to get 

you to the next song.”

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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L
ooking back over twenty years to my first songwriting efforts, I remember my creative process as 

so personal and fragile that I was dead certain I would never open it up to another songwriter . This 

would have seemed like co-painting or more like co-dating . . . just not going to happen . 

However, two things DID happen . One, I moved to Nashville, Tennessee, the co-writing capital of the 

world; and two, I wrote a lot more songs, which stopped me from thinking of each of my song children as 

untouchable and precious . Ultimately, I simply wanted to create more and better songs, and co-writing 

became a big part of the process . 

Over the years, I’ve experienced (sometimes the hard way) a few of the big “dos” and “don’ts” of 

co-writing and thought I’d cover a few .

TIPS for 
CO-WRITING

http://source.nationwidedisc.com


DOS
Decide in advance if you’re going to bring 

ideas or start “cold”

There are advantages to both approaches . If you’re 

new to the co-writing process or possibly a little 

nervous about how your upcoming session will go, 

preparing in advance with anything from a list of 

song titles to lyrical and/or musical hooks can go a 

long way toward a smooth-running session . 

However, as a more experienced writer, I go 

into sessions with younger artists without prepar-

ing ideas because I anticipate that our initial dis-

cussions and time spent getting to know each other 

will provide the material for our collaboration .

 All this to say, there is no “right” way to do 

this .

Show up on time and ready to work

I know we’re all artists, and we’re all supposed to 

be flaky, creative types, but you’re now writing to 

(hopefully) generate income from your music—so 

it’s also a business . Treat it that way . You wouldn’t 

show up late for work or cancel because you didn’t 

feel like going, so don’t do it with your co-writ-

ing sessions either . Showing respect 

for the process and your  

collaborator goes a long way toward setting the 

tone for a productive co-write .

Make a plan on how you’ll both promote 

the song

The reality of the music business is that collabora-

tion doesn’t end with the finished song. There will 

be subsequent discussions about demo costs, pitch 

opportunities, and any one of a number of other 

details . 

What this really means is that in order to make 

yourself an “attractive” co-writer, you should 

remember to bring as much to the table as possible . 

This could mean bringing an industry connection or 

pitch opportunity or even having a recording studio 

where you and your co-writer can do the demo  

for free . 

20
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It’s helpful to remember that the actual co-write 

is the easy/fun part, but it’s all the other parts of 

the process that ultimately make for a successful 

collaboration . Truly successful collaborations often 

extend beyond just writing the song .

Discuss Percentages for Each Co-Writer

After writing close to a thousand songs, my assump-

tion is that all my “from-scratch” collaborations 

are even splits . This means 50/50 if there are two 

of us, 33/33/33 if there are three of us, et cetera . 

I consider it bad karma (and frankly exhausting) 

to count words or try and figure out who created 

what when the song is done and then try to adjust 

percentages . Just know that some days you’ll  

contribute more, and some days your co-writer(s) 

will, and that it all evens out in the end . 

If the song is brought to you mostly (or even 

partially) finished, then be clear up front on what 

the split will be so there isn’t a misunderstanding 

later on . It’s simply better to just deal with this 

stuff in advance . 

Also, it’s considered bad form when discussing 

your collaborations later to state that you “really 

wrote most of it” or any variation thereof. The 

bottom line is that, without your collaborator, the 

song wouldn’t be the song it now is—no matter 

what was directly or indi-

rectly contributed .

DON’TS
Putting business aside again 

for a moment, the collaborative process, 

at its root, is about trust and chemistry . 

The following “don’ts” are suggestions 

about how to avoid damaging or compro-

mising that trust .

Don’t ever criticize a co-writer’s 

suggestion

This is the ultimate vibe killer . There is vul-

nerability in trusting someone with your ideas, 

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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and it only takes one “That sounds stupid” or 

“That’s a bad idea” to kill the goodwill that should 

be part of the process . 

This is not to say that you won’t hear (and 

suggest) dumb things in the process of a co-write . 

It happens all the time, but it’s enough for you to 

simply say you’d rather keep looking for another 

idea or try something else at that point in the song . 

There’s no advantage in saying someone’s idea is 

“bad” or “wrong.” First of all, this is art, and it’s 

subjective . But, more importantly, you could crush 

an admittedly weak idea that was only going to 

be a stepping stone toward a truly great one . I’ve 

seen this more times than I can count . 

Be patient with your collaborator and yourself, 

and you’ll be amazed at the results .

Don’t insist on one of your ideas if your 

co-writer doesn’t seem interested in it

You may be in the middle of a co-write and come 

up with a snippet of lyric or melody that you abso-

lutely love, but for some reason your co-writer 

just doesn’t get it . My suggestion is to make your 

best case for it, and if your co-writer doesn’t like 

it, let it go . It’s that simple . There are too many 

ways to write a song to derail the process over a 

simple disagreement . 

The key to collaboration is making sure you’re 

both on board with an idea before moving forward . 

That being said, if you feel your collaborator con-

sistently doesn’t like ideas that you feel are strong, 

there’s no rule that says you have to keep writing 

with this person .

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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Don’t edit too harshly early on in the 

session

There’s real value in keeping a co-write moving 

along . Squeezing too hard on a single line or section 

of the song too early in the process can take all the 

creative energy out of a session . Better to either 

keep in a “good enough” line—with the under-

standing you’ll come back to it when you begin 

to review what you’ve written—or, if the line just 

isn’t coming along, take a break . There will always 

be time for editing, but I’d suggest not going too 

deep on that front at the expense of getting the 

shape and form of the song together first.

Don’t push too hard to collaborate with a 

more established/successful songwriter

As songwriters, we all know who the hot writers 

are . We hear their songs on the radio, meet them 

at music conferences, and, in some cases, came 

up with them from when they were “nobody.” 

The unwritten rule I’ve observed is that it’s 

better to be asked to co-write by a more estab-

lished or successful writer than it is to ask them 

to co-write with you . If your personality is such 

that you just can’t wait for that to happen, 

my recommendation is that you should ask 

once, politely, and don’t take it per-

sonally if the writer isn’t interested or 

doesn’t have time . It’s abundantly clear 

what you, as the less experienced/ 

successful writer, stand to gain from the collabo-

ration, but it’s up to the more successful writer to 

decide if your talent, motivation, and connections 

warrant them taking the time to collaborate with 

you . It’s simply the law of the jungle . 

Hopefully, you’ll be in a position to write with 

a less experienced/successful writer one day, and 

you’ll treat that writer exactly as you’d hope to be 

treated yourself .

This is, of course, not an exhaustive list of co-writ-

ing rules, but simply a few guidelines to help those 

new to the game to understand it a bit better . The 

best kinds of co-writes are the ones where both 

collaborators feel like they’ve written something 

better than either could have written alone . ■
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Worried about being buried under 
mountains of merch? We can help.

We know that, as an independent musician, you probably don’t have room in your budget or 

your home for stockpiles of merch. We also know that the income you make from merch sales is 

an important part of a sustainable music career. 

With our Indie Club program, you can order your replicated CD in the low quantities you need, 

starting at just 100 discs. When your inventory levels are low, place an exact reorder and pay only 

half the price of the original purchase. 

Sound good? Check out our site for more details. 
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I
n an era of significantly shorter attention spans and increasingly distracted listeners, 

you, as songwriters, have an even greater responsibility to grab your audience as 

quickly as possible. The first and best place to do this is in your song’s intro. This can 

be done partly in your songwriting and partly in the production of the song demo . The 

following tips should help get your listeners into your song right away . 

TIPS FOR WRITING 
AN EFFECTIVE

Song             Intro

http://source.nationwidedisc.com
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KEEP YOUR INTRO SHORT AND TO THE POINT
I’ll start this article with a story . I was backstage 

at a music conference a few years ago listening 

to two panelists chatting before going on stage to 

do a song critiquing session . One of the panelists 

was a seasoned conference veteran, and the other 

was relatively new to the game . The new panel-

ist was asking the older panelist what he should 

do, as he’d never done a critiquing session before . 

In response, the older, more experienced panelist 

said, “If you can’t think of anything to say, tell 

them to cut their intros in half.” 

In other words, it’s a common mistake to make 

your song’s intro longer than it needs to be . 

I get it . As writers, we love the idea of setting 

the scene and creating a mood before we get to 

the verse, but, unfortunately, it’s a luxury we 

can’t afford . Perhaps your mom will listen to—and 

enjoy—a long, winding introduction to your song, 

but unless your mom also happens to run a record 

label, it’s probably a better idea to keep your 

intro short . It’s our job to make every note count, 

and the best way to do this is to use only as much 

runway as is absolutely essential to set the scene . 

USE A CATCHY INSTRUMENTAL 
Think of the intro to Eric Clapton’s “Layla.” You 

know immediately what the song is from the first 

notes of the opening riff . There’s no reason you 

shouldn’t consider a similar approach in your own 

songs . A catchy intro riff is the perfect way to not 

only grab your listener’s attention but make your 

song memorable and almost instantly recogniz-

able. The “hookier” you can make your songs, the 

better, and an intro riff is exactly the right way to 

go about it . 

A common device is to replay that intro riff at 

various points throughout the song, like after each 

chorus and again in the outro . The trick here is to 

make sure that while the riff is catchy, it’s not too 

repetitive . One way to avoid this is by modifying 

the intro riff by a note or two when it comes back 

around; this keeps it recognizable while not over-

doing it . Another way to avoid needless repetition 

is to leave out the riff in the body of your verses 

and choruses .
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Creating a memorable intro lick is as difficult 

as writing a great melody or a meaningful lyric . A 

few ways to help yourself along might be to start 

the song with a great groove or feel and to mine 

your chorus melody for direction . Anything you can 

do to get the various parts of your song to relate 

will make the overall cohesion of your song that 

much better . Finally, intro riffs sit in that murky 

area between songwriting and production, where 

they’re not melody and lyric, but they are an inte-

gral part of your song’s identity . That being said, 

it’s well worth your while to keep them in mind 

when demoing your songs .

USE DYNAMICS
The hallmark of a polished and professional song 

demo is not only the great recording quality and 

performances of the musicians and vocalist, but 

the dynamics . In other words, the way a song 

expands and contracts with volume and intensity 

does wonders when it comes to getting—and keep-

ing—a listener’s attention . Often, coming out of 

the gate with a big, splashy intro is a great way 

to catch your listener’s ear, but it’s also the sub-

sequent dip of volume into the verse that serves 

to highlight just how dramatic and memorable the 

intro actually was . 

Secondly, carefully consider which instrument 

you’re going to use to convey your intro riff/hook . 

Sometimes the song calls for a bolder statement of 

theme—like from an electric guitar—while at other 

times it can be more a more subtle piano figure. 

Depending on the song, it can also be extremely 

effective to have multiple lead instruments play 

the hook or intro lick in unison for a more “orches-

trated” feel. 

As I mentioned earlier, keep in mind that when 

it comes time to play in the verses and even the 

choruses, it’s time to let the melody of the song 

(i .e ., what the singer is singing) take precedence, 

and the lead instruments should take a back seat .

When it comes to your song intro, you only have a 

precious few seconds to make an immediate and 

lasting impression on your listeners . This is import-

ant not only for pitching your song to the music 

industry decision makers, but also for anyone who 

you’re hoping will respond well to your song . 

Keep your intros short and impactful, and 

you’ll have gone a long way toward achieving your  

goal . ■

“...carefully consider which 
instrument you’re going 
to use to convey your 

intro riff/hook.”
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CRITIQUING 
YOUR LYRICS  & MELODY
E

arly on in my songwriting career, I consid-

ered it a minor miracle that I could create a 

song in the first place. However, once I got 

a little more used to performing that particular 

magic trick, it became necessary to start to refine 

my process a bit further . 

In other words, it was no longer enough just 

to have created a song . Now I had to go back and 

tweak, edit, fix, and otherwise polish my songs 

until I was confident I’d exhausted every option to 

improve them . 

I’ve put together a list of ten things for you to 

examine when critiquing your songs in order to 

make them both lyrically and melodically stronger .

THE LYRIC
Do you have a strong opening line?

The opening line of your song is the first and best 

chance to engage your listener in the story you’re 

about to tell . Strong opening lines explain the 

where, what, and who of your story and will even-

tually lead to the “why” the story is being told. 

Make sure your opening line is designed to start 

your listener down the road to getting involved in 

the story you’re telling .

Are you using concrete imagery?

One of the best ways to put a listener immediately 

into the middle of your song’s story is to use strong 

imagery . I’ve also heard this imagery called “furni-

ture.” These images are the details in a lyric that 

give your listener things to remember and connect 

with . 

Generally speaking, imagery is reserved for the 

verses, where the meat of your story is being told . 

Choruses are designed to state the main point or 

theme of your song . 
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Another way to think about imagery is to “show 

’em, not tell ’em.” What that means is that it’s 

less effective to say, for example, “She was a 

seductive woman but she was bad news,” than it is 

to describe her as “a black heart in a green dress.”

Are your lyrics singable?

By the way, it’s not enough to tell a good story with 

your lyric . It’s equally important to make sure that 

the words you use are easy to sing and phrased nat-

urally . I’ve also heard this put as making sure your 

lyric is “conversational.” Lyrics that are awkward 

or emphasize the wrong syllables pull a listener’s 

ear in a bad way . 

There’s a reason the word “baby” is in almost 

every song ever written...those long “a” and “e” 

sounds are great and easy to sing . This is also 

the reason you won’t find the word “Nicaragua” 

popping up in a lot of hit songs .

How effective is your hook?

By way of explanation, the main point and identi-

fier of your song can be referred to as the hook. In 

other words, the part of the lyric that reaches out 

and grabs the listener . Make sure that the hook, 

along with the story you’re telling, is clear and 

doing its job . Often the lyrical hook of the song is 

also its title . It’s that important .

Does your chorus have a strong last line?

There are very few places in a song’s lyric more 

important than the last line of the chorus . This is 

the place where everything you’ve been leading up 

to in your verses and the first lines of your chorus 

pays off . It’s often the place where the hook is, 

and it usually leaves the listener satisfied that 

they understand your message . 

One important way to make the last line of 

your chorus count is to set it up with some kind of 

rhyme in one of the earlier chorus lines . That way, 

not only are the words important, but they com-

plete a rhyme, which adds extra emphasis .

Does the overall idea of your song work?

Often when we’ve worked on a lyric for a long 

time, it’s easy to lose the forest for the trees . 

In other words, we get so wrapped up in making 

things rhyme and using imagery that the overall 

concept of the song loses some of its focus . Make 

sure after you’ve finished your lyric that the overall 

message of the song is developed and supported in  

every line . 

While you, as the songwriter, already know your 

song’s story, you need to make doubly sure that a 

listener who is hearing your song for the first time 

will know what you’re talking about .

THE MELODY
Is your verse melody interesting?

Given that the melody of your song is one of the 

first things people hear and pay attention to (sorry 

lyricists but the words come waaaay later), you’ll 

want to be sure that your verse melody is catchy 

and unique . This doesn’t mean your melody should 

be bizarre or uncomfortable but, rather, that it 

should be distinctive and memorable .
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Does your chorus melody differ from your 

verse melody?

So much of what we do as songwriters is about giving 

the listener clues as to what the most important 

parts of our songs are . By making sure that your 

chorus melody is not only strong but distinct from 

the verse melody, you’ll cue the listener in to the 

fact that you’ve arrived at the main musical—and 

lyrical—moment in the song .

Does your bridge add to the song?

A bridge is really designed as a moment in the 

song where you step away from the verses and 

choruses to make an additional lyrical observation 

or melodic contribution . If your bridge melody 

sounds too much like your verse or chorus, even if 

the lyric is doing something new, you risk missing 

an opportunity to add something of value to an 

already strong song . 

All this to say: Be sure that, if you have a bridge, 

it’s musically apart from what you’ve been doing 

in your song’s other sections .

Does your melody flow naturally 

throughout the song?

Not only should the melody in each section of your 

song distinguish itself, but your overall melody 

should flow naturally from section to section. 

Be careful not to have a melody that is too 

repetitive . A little repetition is a good thing, as 

it adds to the “hooky” nature of your song, but 

too much repetition becomes distracting and a bit 

unpleasant from the listener’s standpoint . 

Be sure that your melody sits comfortably over 

the chords you’ve chosen as well . The harmonic—

chordal—decisions you make can serve to either 

accentuate or hinder your melodic work .

Critiquing your own songs is never fun and is 

often a time-consuming and somewhat frustrating 

experience . That being said, it’s essential that 

you hold your songs up to the highest standard if  

you’re hoping to have a better chance at  

commercial success . 

I do want to remind you, however, that your 

first—and most important—job is to write the song. 

Focusing on critiquing your song too early in the 

process might prevent you from writing something 

heartfelt and spontaneous . In my experience, it’s 

always easier to get it all out first and invite your 

“editor” to the party once you’re done. ■
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A
s songwriters, we so often get 

bogged down in the micro- 

details of our songs (whether  

to use “and” or “but,” should the last 

note of the chorus go up or down, et 

cetera) that we tend to overlook the big 

issues that can help us tighten, stream-

line and otherwise improve our songs in 

major ways . 

I’m going to bring up a few of the 

commonly overlooked issues that I see 

time and again in my role as songwrit-

ing consultant . Still, it’s always worth 

mentioning that songwriting—and song-

writing success, for that matter—is a 

highly subjective medium and there 

are no “right” or “wrong” ways to do 

things . My reference points are simply 

the common traits of a large number 

of commercially successful songs .

FOUR Quick  FIXES
FOR YOUR SONGS
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Cut Your Intro In Half

One of the most important things to remember if 

you’re writing songs for the commercial market is 

how VERY little time you have to get the listener’s 

attention . We, as songwriters, necessarily give our 

songs our full, loving, and undivided attention—

which is why a long, winding musical intro feels 

perfectly natural as a way to set the stage for the 

song to come . 

Put More Concrete Details Into Your 

Verses 

The verses in your song are there to, more or less, 

tell the story . While feelings are an important part 

of any story, so are the actual details . In other 

words, give people images to hold on to so they 

know what your song is about . Since you’re the 

one writing the song, you already know the story; 

it’s easy to forget that your listener doesn’t . 

As I mentioned in a previous chapter, I’m a 

big believer in the “show ’em, don’t tell ’em” 

approach . This means if you can use an image 

rather than a long explanation to describe a situ-

ation, do it . Whoever wrote “a picture is worth a 

thousand words” had it right.

Your Chorus Should Be What 

Your Song Is About

In another effort to help you keep the big picture 

in mind while you’re writing, I’d suggest making 

sure that your chorus really drives the point of 

your song home . This is the place where your 

message becomes clear and memorable . Ideally, 

the listener should be able to start singing along 

after they’ve heard your chorus once or twice . 

Another less-delicate way of putting this is: 

think of your chorus as the equivalent of tying the 

theme of your song to a baseball bat and beating 

the hell out of people with it .

Make Sure Similar Sections Have 

Similar Structures

In general, it’s a good idea to keep similar sections 

in your song similar in structure . In other words, 

your first verse should match your second verse 

in number of lines and rhyme scheme, and your  

choruses should have the same length and lyric .

There are always exceptions to this approach 

but here’s the reasoning behind it . The simpler 

and more clear your song is, the more memorable 

it will be . Memorable is a good thing . 

I’m in no way suggesting not to tackle complex 

topics or musical themes . I’m simply saying that 

“...give people images to hold 
on to so they know what 

your song is about.”

“One of the most important 
things to remember... is how 
VERY little time you have to 
get the listener’s attention..”
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“complicated” and “different” don’t, in and of themselves, mean success. The real challenge is to tell 

your story, whatever it may be, in the simplest, most effective way possible .

At the end of the day, songwriting is art, and, as in all art, there are many, many ways to create . 

However, sometimes guidelines can be a blessing rather than a curse . Mozart didn’t invent classical 

music; he simply refined it within the existing boundaries into something that is still moving and mem-

orable over two hundred years later . That sounds like a good goal to me . ■
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News magazines, along with numerous music web-

sites and blogs. Cliff’s first eBook, “The Songwriter’s 

Guide To Recording Professional Demos”, has sold 
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over 5,000 copies (download a FREE sample here) .

Cliff’s website, Educated Songwriter, was founded 

to help songwriters achieve their full potential 

through education and consultation . Contrary to 

what many songwriters believe, it takes more than 

a great song and passion to make it in the music 

business . It takes an in-depth understanding of the 

songwriting process and an insider’s knowledge of 

the ever-evolving music industry . The website is full 

of resources for the aspiring songwriter, including 

ebooks, podcasts, and monthly online webinars . 

Click here to view the webinar schedule . 

Cliff’s company, Nashville Studio Live, allows 

songwriters from around the world to be virtually 

“present” in the Nashville studio as their songs are 

recorded using the A-list singers and musicians that 

Nashville has to offer without the expense and incon-

venience of travel . Founded in 2005, Nashville Studio 

Live was developed to make Nashville’s exceptional 

studio talent available to songwriters, first in New 

York City (where Cliff was living at the time) and 

eventually to songwriting clients around the world . 

Nashville Studio Live has produced recordings that 

have gone on to Billboard chart success, television 

and major motion picture placements, and national 

ad campaigns .

Follow Cliff on Facebook and Twitter . 

By now, you know that having a professional demo of your song gives you a leg up when 

pitching it to artists and record labels . On the other hand, there might not be room in 

your busy schedule or budget for traveling to Nashville 

for the recording process .

That’s where Nashville Studio Live comes in . We allow 

songwriters from around the world to be virtually 

present as industry professionals record their demos . 

Visit our website for more information at  

http://www.nashvillestudiolive.com/

Have your demo recorded by top-notch Nashville  
session singers and musicians while you listen live from 

wherever you are.

http://www.educatedsongwriter.com/ebook/
http://www.educatedsongwriter.com/
http://www.educatedsongwriter.com/webinar/
http://www.nashvillestudiolive.com
https://www.facebook.com/EducatedSongwriter
https://twitter.com/edusongwriter
http://www.nashvillestudiolive.com/
http://nashvillestudiolive.com


Your disc packaging is much more than a paper or plastic container—it’s an opportunity to connect with your fans, to tell 
your story, to transform a purchase into an experience. Whether you want a wallet, sleeve, or the increasingly popular 
digipak, we have options that let you express your personality, 
tell your story, and showcase your artwork and photographs. So 
include your lyrics, write those extra liner notes, and thank your 
fans, your friends, and your family.

The increasingly-popular DIGIPAK,  
available with 4 (shown above), 6, or 8 panel versions, 

 offers the ideal combination of practical materials, flexible design choices, and that 
little touch of special that your fans want.

Whether you’re hitting the road and tight on space or just want 
to help your demo stand out to promoters and venues, the light-

weight and spacesaving SLEEVE is a great packaging option.

With 4, 6, and 8-panel versions 
and absolutely no plastic portions, our ecofriendliest  

products, WALLETS, are a great way to express yourself.

4-PANEL DIGIPAK

4-PANEL WALLET

SLEEVES

Your PACKAGING 
should be NO    
DIFFERENT! 

7370 DOGWOOD PARK DRIVE, RICHLAND HILLS, TX 76118   |   TOLL FREE 1.866.704.3579

IS YOUR MUSIC far from boring?

www.nationwidedisc.com

http://www.nationwidedisc.com/cd-duplication-music-sleeve.html
http://www.nationwidedisc.com/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=304&Itemid=420
http://www.nationwidedisc.com/cd-duplication-music-digipak-4-panel.html
http://www.nationwidedisc.com
http://www.nationwidedisc.com
http://www.nationwidedisc.com
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